Abstract. We show that it is possible to use quantum walks to quadratically fast-forward a reversible Markov chain. More specifically, let P be the transition matrix of a reversible Markov chain and let D = √ P • P T be its discriminant matrix (D = P if P is symmetric). We construct a quantum walk algorithm that starts from an arbitrary quantum state |v and returns a quantum state (up to normalization) -close to the state D t |v with probability 
Introduction
Markov chains, and random walks in particular, are ubiquitous in both physics and computer science. On the one hand they are extensively used to model particle dynamics, thermodynamics and statistical physics, on the other hand they form the basis for a wide range of classical algorithms such as simulated annealing and Markov chain Monte Carlo.
Quantum walks (QWs), the quantum counterpart of Markov chains, were coined a quarter century ago [1] and hold a similar promise. When compared to classical Markov chains, they have been shown to provide a speedup in a variety of settings. An important example is the class of search problems, with quantum walk algorithms that accelerate tasks such as detecting element distinctness [2] , triangle finding [3] , and hitting on graphs [4, 5, 6] . Another example is the class of sampling problems, with quantum walk algorithms for mixing on graphs [7, 8, 9] , simulated annealing [10, 11] and quantum state generation [12] . For a broader overview, see for example the surveys by Ambainis [13] and Santha [14] .
Most of the above algorithms are to some extent preceded and inspired by work of Watrous [15] . He introduced quantum walks to simulate simple random walks on regular graphs, with the goal of "quantizing" the famous random walk algorithm by Aleliunas et al [16] for undirected graph connectivity. Here quantizing means running it on a quantum Turing machine with no intermediate measurements, rather than speeding up the algorithm. With P the transition matrix of a simple random walk, he constructed a quantum algorithm that starts from an arbitrary quantum state |v and returns (up to normalization) the quantum state P t |v with a probability P t |v 2 2 . His algorithm requires O(t) QW steps, and thus provides no speedup with respect to the original random walk.
Interestingly, we were able to show that quantum walks can create the state P t |v quadratically faster. Indeed, we show that quantum walks can quadratically fast-forward a general reversible Markov chain. More specifically, let P be the transition matrix of a reversible Markov chain on a finite state space with discriminant matrix D = √ P • P T , where the square root and product are elementwise. Note that if P is symmetric, then D = P. By the work of Szegedy [5] , generalizing the approach in [15] , we can associate a quantum walk to P whose spectral properties are closely tied to those of P. We show that by applying multiple stages of quantum phase estimation [17, 18] on this quantum walk operator, and making use of some function approximation result, we can simulate and accelerate the spectral dynamics of P, and hence arXiv:1804.02321v1 [quant-ph] 6 Apr 2018 also its dynamics. We name this scheme quantum walk fast-forwarding (QFF), and it condenses into the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Quantum walk fast-forwarding). For any quantum state |v and > 0, there exists a t 0 such that for all t ≥ t 0 our QFF algorithm outputs a quantum state (up to normalization) -close to D t |v , with probability D t |v 2 2 − , and otherwise outputs "Fail". The algorithm uses a number of quantum walk steps in O t log 1 .
The algorithm can be improved if we are able to perform a reflection around the initial state |v (i.e., implement the linear operator 2Π v − I with Π v the projector on |v ). This basically allows us to perform a Grover search on the output of the above algorithm.
Theorem 2 (Quantum walk fast-forwarding with reflection). For any quantum state |v and > 0, there exists a t 0 such that for all t ≥ t 0 our QFF algorithm outputs a quantum state (up to normalization) -close to D t |v , with probability Much of the previous work that builds on Szegedy's quantum walk, such as [5, 10] , relies on the quadratic improvement of the spectral gap when compared to the original Markov chain. This suffices when one is interested in the limit behavior of the dynamics, which is governed by the spectral gap. Our result, however, captures the intermediate dynamics which are governed by the complete spectrum of eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. Indeed we show that our algorithm allows quantum walks to simulate the dynamics of this entire classical spectrum, all the while retaining a quadratic acceleration 3 .
We build on QFF to make new progress on the problem of quantum walk search on graphs, where some subset of the nodes S is marked. This problem has been addressed in a long line of research, containing but not limited to [20, 21, 5, 22, 23] . This culminated in a paper by Krovi et al [6] , in which they prove that if there is only a single node marked (|S | = 1), then quantum walks can quadratically improve the classical hitting time HT (S ). The problem of hitting large sets with quantum walks, however, remains as one of the main open questions -see for instance [6, 24, 25] . We use QFF to quadratically accelerate a closely related problem: the problem of escaping large sets. Here we are interested in the time at which a Markov chain effectively escaped some set, i.e., is located in its complement, with a fixed probability. We combine this observation with the technique of interpolating Markov chains, introduced in [6] , to show how QFF quadratically accelerates the hitting time of sets S that have an optimal hitting time. That is, sets for which HT (S ) ∈ O(π(S c )/π(∂S )) with π the stationary state of the classical Markov chain and ∂S the boundary of S -which is optimal since HT (S ) ∈ Ω(π(S c )/π(∂S )). Examples of such are subsets of graphs with constant spectral gap or subtrees of tree graphs. We demonstrate this result by showing that a quantum walk can hit the complement of a finite subtree of a tree graph quadratically faster, where the tree graph can be infinitely large.
Finally we discuss a direct application of QFF to the problem of quantum state generation, as proposed in [12] . Here we are given a classical algorithm that samples according to some distribution π, and the task is to create the corresponding quantum state |π = π( j) | j . Most existing algorithms [12, 10, 11] require that π is the stationary distribution of a Markov chain. We show how QFF can solve this problem in situations where this is not the case, for instance when π is an intermediate rather than a limit state of a Markov chain. As a proof of concept, we consider a classical random walk algorithm to generate a Gaussian distribution on the integer line. We show how QFF easily transforms this algorithm into a quantum state generation algorithm, returning the corresponding quantum Gaussian state.
Preliminaries: Markov chains, quantum walks and phase estimation
From now on, · denotes the 2-norm whereas · 1 denotes the 1-norm.
Markov chains. Let the finite set V represent a discrete state space, and let G = (V, E) be a simple and undirected graph with node set V and edge set E ⊆ V × V. We will describe a Markov chain over G by its stochastic transition matrix P = (P(i, j)) i, j∈V , generally without specifying an initial state. Here P(i, j) denotes the transition probability from element j to i, and we require that ( j, i) E ⇒ P(i, j) = 0. We pick up the following assumptions:
(A1) P is irreducible and aperiodic: ∀i, j ∈ V there is an n ∈ N for which P n (i, j) > 0, and ∀i ∈ V gcd{m > 0 : P m (i, i) > 0} = 1, (A2) P is reversible: there exists a probability distribution π over V such that P(i, j)π( j) = P( j, i)π(i), ∀i, j ∈ V.
By (A1) π is unique and π > 0 elementwise, and we call it the stationary distribution of P. We can associate a symmetric matrix D = √ P • P T to P, where both the square root and the "•"-product are elementwise.
, so the dynamics of D and P are equivalent up to rescaling. We call D the discriminant matrix, and since D is similar to P, they have the same (real) eigenvalues which are contained in [−1, 1]. Here we will pick up the following assumption:
(A3) P is lazy: the eigenvalues of P lie in [0, 1].
Note that if for a given P this is not the case, it is standard practice to simply add self-loops of strength 1/2 to it. This results in a transition matrix (P + I)/2, whose spectrum is indeed contained in [0, 1] . This increases the properties that we are interested in, such as the hitting and mixing times, by at most a factor 2.
Quantum walks. Following a construction by Krovi et al [6] , which builds on work by Szegedy [5] , we can associate a quantum walk to P in a canonical way. The quantum walk takes place on the Hilbert space spanned by the states {|i ⊗ | j ≡ |i, j : i, j ∈ V}, with "⊗" the tensor product. Here the first register denotes the current node, and the second register is an auxiliary register. The quantum walk operator is defined as W(P) = U(P) · R 0 = V(P) † · S · V(P) · R 0 , where -R 0 = 2Π 0 − I ⊗ I is a reflection around the image of the projector Π 0 = I ⊗ |0 0|, with |0 an arbitrary yet fixed reference state in the auxiliary register, -V(P) is a unitary operator such that V(P) |i, 0 = j∈V P( j, i) |i, j , and is otherwise arbitrary, -S is defined such that S |i, j = | j, i if (i, j) ∈ E, and is otherwise arbitrary.
Note that the quantum walk respects the locality of P, that is, if P(i, j) = 0 then i, k|W(P)| j, l = 0 for all k, l ∈ V. The relevant spectrum of W(P) is described by the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Krovi et al [6] ). Let {(λ k , |v k )} be the eigenpairs of the discriminant matrix D associated to P, such that 1 = λ 0 > λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . and v k |v l = 0 if k l. Then the quantum walk operator W(P) has eigenpairs (1, |Ψ 0 ) and {(e ±iφ k , |Ψ ± k )}, where
Note that W(P) necessarily has more eigenpairs than the ones described, yet these will be irrelevant. To see this, note that from the lemma it follows that an initial state of the form |v, 0 = α k |v k , 0 is confined to the span of the described eigenvectors:
, and we can write
Seeing that Π 0 |v k , 0 ⊥ = 0, we find that
where the linear operator 0| is shorthand for the operation of projecting onto the |0 state and tracing out the auxiliary register. It is interesting to compare this with the corresponding Markov chain (discriminant) dynamics
This simple observation allows us to reconstruct and generalize the scheme by Watrous [15] in which he uses a quantum walk to simulate a random walk P on a regular graph, returning the (unnormalized) quantum state P t |v in O(t) QW steps, with success probability P t |v 2 2 . For a general reversible Markov chain with discriminant matrix D (which equals P for a random walk on a regular graph), note that if we measure the auxiliary register after a single QW step, we retrieve the outcome 0 with probability D |v 2 2 . By eq.2 this maps the state |v to the state D |v (up to normalization). Reiterating this scheme t times on its output returns the quantum state D t |v (up to normalization), conditioned on all the intermediate measurements returning 0. It is easy to check that the total combined success probability of this scheme is D t |v 2 . We thus generalize the result by Watrous from simulating random walks on regular graphs to simulating general discriminant dynamics of reversible Markov chains.
By adding an extra register, Watrous shows that his, and by direct inspection also our, algorithm can be implemented on a log-space quantum Turing machine without the intermediate measurements. This has as a consequence that general (discriminant) dynamics of reversible Markov chains can be simulated by unitary quantum computation in a space-and time-efficient way. As we mentioned in the introduction, the main result of our paper is that we can improve the above scheme to return the state D t |v quadratically faster, that is, in O( √ t) QW steps. This will be the subject of the next section.
Quantum phase estimation. Finally, we will make use of the quantum phase estimation algorithm, originally by Kitaev [17] , yet put in the following form by Cleve et al [18] .
Lemma 2 (Quantum phase estimation). Consider a unitary operator U and an eigenstate |ψ so that U |ψ = e iφ |ψ . For every τ ∈ N there exists a quantum circuit QPE(U, τ) that maps
The circuit uses τ implementations of U, and the inverse circuit uses τ implementations of U † .
This routine can be seen as implementing a Fourier transform on the "time-signal" U t |ψ = e iφt |ψ for 1 ≤ t ≤ τ. It is called quantum phase estimation since this Fourier transform can be used to retrieve an estimate of the eigenphase φ.
Quantum fast-forward lemma
In this section we will construct the main result of our paper. At the risk of oversimplifying, we argue that the gist of the proof again builds on the connection between the Markov chain dynamics in (3) and the quantum walk dynamics in (2) . Taylor expanding the respective eigenvalue functions g(φ k ) = cos(φ k ) t and f (φ k ) = cos(φ k t) yields
With a pinch of salt, this expansion suggests that the quantum walk quadratically fast-forwards the Markov chain. However, it is obvious that if tφ k ∈ Ω(1) then the approximation breaks down, and the eigenvalue functions g(φ k ) and f (φ k ) diverge from each other. To this end, we will introduce a more involved scheme for the quantum walk, crucially building on the quantum phase estimation algorithm. The scheme succeeds in ensuring that the quantum walk eigenvalue function approximates the Markov chain eigenvalue function cos(φ) t more closely, without losing the quadratic fast-forward.
We will now give a sketch of this scheme. For clarity, we assume that the initial state |v is such that
i.e., |v = |v k for some k. By linearity, the same argument will apply to general |v = α k |v k . Applying phase estimation QPE(W(P), τ) (as in Lemma 2), for some τ ∈ N, on |v, 0 , and measuring the phase register, returns with a certain probability, to be computed later, the outcome 0 with corresponding state (up to normalization)
Recalling that Π 0 |v, 0 ⊥ = 0 (Lemma 1), we can now measure the auxiliary quantum walk register. If we retrieve the outcome 0, which happens with some probability to be computed later, the corresponding state will be 1 τ τ l=1 cos(φl) |v, 0 . Iterating this routine for say R times returns the output
with a certain total success probability. In Proposition 2 we will show that this success probability equals . If t is large enough (≥ 6R 3 ), and τ = 3t R , then
We defer the proof to appendix Section A. Simulations suggest that the large constant in the inequality on R is not effectively necessary, and a good approximation is already found for R > 1 log 2 1 . Interestingly, the intuition behind this approximation result stems from a coin and die experiment. Namely, one can interpret cos(φ) t as the characteristic function of the sum of the outcomes of t tosses of a fair coin (sides ±1, taking steps of ±1 on Z), and 1 τ τ l=1 cos(φl)
R as the characteristic function of the sum of the outcomes of R tosses of a fair die with 2τ sides (sides ±1, ±2, . . . , ±τ, taking steps of ±1, ±2, . . . , ±τ on Z). So the approximation result basically shows that one can approximate a coin toss experiment, requiring t tosses, with a die toss experiment, requiring only a constant number of tosses, provided that the die has Θ( √ t) sides. Combining the above arguments, we find the following quantum walk fast-forward algorithm (QFF). We prove in the proposition below that the algorithm indeed outputs a correct approximation.
Algorithm 1 QFF algorithm QFF(|v , P, t, ) Input: quantum state |v , Markov chain P obeying (A1-3), t ∈ N, 1/e ≥ > 0 Do: measure the phase and auxiliary quantum walk registers R 1 R 3
5:
if outcome (0, 0) then output "Fail" and stop 6 Proof. Let D again be the discriminant matrix of P, so that we can write
Towards the analysis of our algorithm, recall from eq. (1) that |v, 0 = α k
. If we apply the quantum phase estimation algorithm QPE(W(P), τ) (Lemma 2) on the state |0 ⊗ |v, 0 in registers R 1 R 2 R 3 we get
where |ψ ⊥ is some state such that ( 0| ⊗ I R 2 R 3 ) |ψ ⊥ = 0. Now we measure the auxiliary quantum walk and phase registers R 1 R 3 , and we retrieve the outcome (0, 0) and (unnormalized) state
with probability ψ 1 2 . We now wish to prove that if we repeat this phase estimation + measurement scheme for R times, we retrieve an approximation of D t |v with probability D t |v 2 − 2 . Thereto, define
and |ψ m ≡ |ψ m / ψ m . Now assume that our scheme was successful for the first r iterations, i.e., the measurement outcome was always (0, 0), and so our registers R 1 R 2 R 3 will be in the state |ψ r . Similar to the above reasoning, if we apply phase estimation on |ψ r , we map
where |χ ⊥ is some state such that ( 0| ⊗ I R 2 ⊗ 0|) |χ ⊥ = 0. Therefore, if we measure the registers R 1 R 3 , we find back the (unnormalized) state |ψ r+1 / ψ r with a success probability ψ r+1 / ψ r ≤ 1. It follows that we succeed at iteration r + 1 with a probability ψ r+1 / ψ r . This renders a total success probability, after R iterations, of
By our approximation result, Lemma 3, we know that if t ≥ 6R 3 , and thanks to our choice of R and τ, the (unnormalized) output state |ψ R will be -close to D t |v :
The success probability is given by ψ R 2 , and by the reverse triangle inequality can be bounded by ψ
If we can reflect around the initial state |v , then we can improve the algorithm. Thereto we basically replace the classical measurements of the phase and auxiliary registers by a Grover search.
Algorithm 2 QFF algorithm with reflection QFFg(|v , P, t, ) Input: quantum state |v , Markov chain P obeying (A1-3), t ∈ N, 1/e ≥ > 0 Do: apply phase estimation QPE W(P), √ 3t/R on the registers Q i R 1 R 2 3: end for
QW steps Success probability:
Proposition 2. If t ≥ 6R 3 , then Algorithm 2 succeeds with probability
, outputting a state (up to normalization) -close to D t |v . Otherwise, it outputs "Fail".
Proof. See appendix Section B. . If t ≥ 6R 3 , the algorithm is successful if the measured registers Q 1 . . . Q R R 2 are in the state |0 ⊗R ⊗ |0 , which happens with probability
We see that Algorithm 2 needs to implement Θ 
Applications of QFF

Escaping sets with QFF
We can build on QFF to prove a new result: quantum walks can escape large sets quadratically faster than classical Markov chains. Thereto we consider a subset S ⊂ V (e.g., a neighborhood of local minima in an optimization problem) of a graph. We define the classical -escape time E (S ) as the time at which the Markov chain escapes S , i.e., is located in its complement S c , with a fixed probability , starting from π S . Here π S denotes the stationary distribution π of the Markov chain restricted to the subset S :
π(S ) if j ∈ S and zero elsewhere, with π(S ) = j∈S π( j). Note that E (S ) can equal infinity if ≥ π(S ). We will show how QFF allows to quadratically accelerate this escape time.
The following lemma, proven in appendix Section C.1, will be instrumental. It relates the probability Π W P t π S 1 of the classical Markov chain P t π S to be in some set W ⊆ V, to the probability Π W D t |π S 2 of measuring the quantum state D t |π S to be in W.
Lemma 4. Let P be a Markov chain obeying (A1-3) with discriminant matrix D, and let S , W ⊆ V. If
In accordance with [26] , we call S a large set if 1 − δ ≥ π(S ) ≥ δ for some constant δ > 0. By the above lemma, if S is a large set and we choose W = S c and t = E (S ) for some constant > 0, then this shows that Π S c D t |π S 2 ∈ Θ(1). Since we can apply QFF to retrieve the state D t |π S in O( √ E (S )) QW steps, this scheme allows to escape S quadratically faster, leading to the following theorem. We elaborate the proof in appendix Section C.1.
Theorem 3. (Escaping in
√ E) Let P be a Markov chain obeying (A1-3), and let S ⊂ V be a large set. Then running QFF(|π S , P, E α (S ), α/3), for some fixed α < π(S ), and measuring the outcome, returns an element in S c with constant probability. This scheme requires O( √ E α (S )) QW steps.
The problem of escaping sets relates to the problem of searching or hitting sets on graphs, where the relevant quantity is the hitting time HT (S c ), defined as the expected number of steps at which the Markov chain hits a node in S c (after which it does not necessarily stay there), starting from π S . It happens that the escape time and hitting time are equal, for example when a large set S is a subtree (a node and all its descendants) of a tree graph or a square subset of a lattice. In a long string of papers, containing but not limited to [20, 21, 5, 22, 23, 6] , the problem of accelerating the hitting time with quantum walks was considered. In the culmination of this work, by Krovi et al [6] , it is shown that quantum walks can hit a set S in the square root of a property they call the extended hitting time HT + (S ). If S consists of a single element, then HT + (S ) = HT (S ), so that their algorithm quadratically accelerates the hitting time in this case. However, if there are multiple marked elements, their algorithm can be unboundedly slower than the classical hitting time [24] , leaving the problem of hitting large sets with quantum walks as one of the main open questions in the quantum walk search literature. Our result provides new insight in this problem, as we show for example in the below Figure 2 . Here we give an example for which the escape time equals the hitting time, whereas the extended hitting time is quadratically larger. Therefore our Theorem 3 quadratically accelerates the hitting time, whereas the algorithm from [6] provides no acceleration. 
, since it measures the time it takes to mix from π S to π, and it requires Θ(N 2 ) steps to mix on the path Z N . The algorithm by Krovi et al [6] hence requires Ω(N) QW steps, providing no speedup with respect to the classical hitting time.
QFF and interpolating Markov chains: easy hitters and infinite graphs
The quantum walk hitting algorithm by Krovi et al [6] builds on a technique they call interpolating Markov chains. We prove new results by combining this technique with QFF.
An interpolated Markov chain is derived from an original Markov chain P by adding self-loops of some strength s ∈ [0, 1) to the nodes in a marked subset S . This results in an adapted Markov chain P s , defined by
and P s (i, j) = P(i, j) elsewhere. In [6] it is shown that applying quantum phase estimation on W(P s ) and the initial state |π S c , for s = 1 − π(S )/π(S c ), returns a node from S with constant probability in O( √ HT + (S )) QW steps. Here HT + (S ) is the extended hitting time, and it quantifies the time it takes P s to mix from the distribution π S c to π s , the stationary distribution of P s . Without much extra effort (see appendix Section C.2 for the proof), we can recover their result using QFF . If there is a single marked node, then this scheme requires O( √ HT (S )) QW steps.
However, as we mentioned, the extended hitting time can be unboundedly larger than the hitting time when |S | ∈ ω(1), see for instance [24, 25] . We use QFF to make progress on this issue: we show that quantum walks can hit an extremal class of sets called easy hitters quadratically faster than the hitting time. We call a set S ⊂ V an easy hitter if HT (S ) ∈ O π(S c ) π(∂S ) , where ∂S denotes the boundary of S : j ∈ ∂S iff j ∈ S and there exists i ∈ S c such that (i, j) ∈ E. We call such sets easy hitters because π(S c )/π(∂S ) is effectively a lower bound for the hitting time: HT (S ) ∈ Ω π(S c ) π(∂S ) (lacking a reference of this folklore fact, we include a proof in appendix Section C.3, Proposition 4). If P is a random walk, then examples of such are graphs where the induced subgraph corresponding to S c forms an expander, or S c forms a complete k-ary tree with k ≥ 2 attached to some graph (see Figure 3) .
The gist now is to replace the self-loops of the interpolated Markov chain P s from Proposition 3 by self-loops of strength s = 1 − 1 HT (S ) , and apply our QFF scheme on P s 4 . In that way, when the Markov chain hits an element of ∂S ⊆ S , it will stay there for an expected number of steps in Θ(HT (S )). One can prove that then indeed after t ∈ Θ(HT (S )) steps the Markov chain will be in ∂S with constant probability: Π ∂S P t s π S c 1 ∈ Θ(1). By the above Lemma 4 this implies that
where π s is the stationary distribution of P s . What remains to be shown is that
, for which we can use a result from [6] :
where the last equality follows from our choice of s = 1 − HT (S ) −1 . By our assumption that S is an easy hitter, HT (S ) ∈ Θ π(S c ) π(∂S ) , this implies that
π s (∂S ) ∈ Θ(1) and Π ∂S D t s |π S c ∈ Θ(1). Now we can simply apply QFF on |π S c over Θ( √ HT (S )) QW steps to generate the state D t s |π S c , which has a constant overlap with the marked subset S . This leads to the following theorem, the details of which we prove in appendix Section C.3. We can apply this theorem to a (lazy) random walk on a tree graph, as shown in Figure 3 , with S the complement of a complete binary subtree. One could imagine that this subtree has already been explored by some optimization problem. By standard random walk results (e.g., [27] ), we know that HT (S ) ∈ Θ(|S c |) and π(S c )/π(∂S ) ∈ Θ(|S c |), so that S is an easy hitter. Therefore by Theorem 4 quantum walks can hit S in O( √ |S c |) QW steps, quadratically faster than the original random walk. Interestingly, because the quantum walk is local and the above algorithm requires a finite number O(|S c |) of QW steps, the algorithm only explores and depends on a fixed portion of the tree graph. As a consequence, the tree graph can be infinitely large, as long as the subset S c remains finite. The extended hitting time in such case is infinitely large, preventing to use the approach from [6] , Proposition 3. 5 Quantum state generation with QFF: generating a quantum Gaussian
The problem of quantum sampling or quantum state generation, as proposed in [12] , amounts to the following problem: given a classical algorithm that efficiently samples from some distribution π, create the corresponding quantum state |π = j π( j) | j . Often this algorithm simply consists of an efficiently implementable Markov chain P, which is run for a certain number of steps on some initial state. If the goal distribution π is the stationary distribution of P, then the corresponding quantum state |π is the stationary state of W(P). Phase estimation techniques can then be used to retrieve |π , which is the essence of the quantum sampling algorithms in for instance [12, 10, 11] . We will give an interesting situation where π is not the stationary distribution of P, yet QFF allows to generate |π . Thereto, let P be the transition matrix of a lazy random walk on the integer line Z, and let π = P t |0 for some t ∈ N. By the central limit theorem, π approaches a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation √ t, hence we will denote it as π = N t . Such spreading behavior is very characteristic of classical diffusive dynamics. In Figure 4 we show N t for t = 100. Note that the corresponding quantum walk W(P) on Z, discussed in for instance [7] , shows a very different behavior: it has a very irregular shape, with many peaks due to interference effects, and a standard deviation in Θ(t). In Figure 4 we show the outcome distribution of a measurement of the quantum state W(P) t |0, 0 for t = 100, which is given by the probability distribution |W(P) t |0, 0 | 2 , where the modulus-squared is taken elementwise. Nevertheless, as we show next we can use our QFF scheme to "push" the quantum walk into taking the form of a Gaussian, the quantum encoding of π, which we call a quantum Gaussian state |π = |N t .
Generating a quantum Gaussian |N t in O(t) steps. Since the initial state |0 is a basis state around which we can reflect, we can apply the QFF scheme with Grover search QFFg(|0 , P, t, ) (note that P is symmetric so P = D). This scheme returns an -approximation of |N t with constant probability in 
As a consequence, applying QFFg(|0 , P, t, ) succeeds with constant probability in Θ t √ log 1 QW steps, returning an -approximation of the state |N t .
Generating a quantum Gaussian |N t in O( √ t) steps. The above algorithm is slowed down by the fact that the initial success probability, before applying the Grover routine, is P t |0 2 ∈ Θ(1/ √ t). This can be easily remedied if instead of from an initial state |0 , we start from an initial uniform superposition |v 0 over Fig. 4 . Plot containing the Gaussian random walk distribution π = P t |0 (red solid line) and the outcome distribution after measurement of the quantum walk W(P) t |0, 0 (blue dotted line) for t = 100. We can use QFF to "push" the quantum walk starting from |0, 0 into the quantum state |π in O(t) QW steps. Also the initial distribution v 0 (loosely dotted purple line) and the distribution P the states in [− √ t/2, √ t/2] (for clarity of exposition assume that √ t/2 ∈ Z), which is the quantum state corresponding to the uniform distribution v 0 over the same interval:
It is not difficult to prove, and is obvious from Figure 4 , that the distribution P 4t/5 v 0 indeed approximates N t = P t |0 , the original goal state 5 . As a consequence, we know that
Since |v 0 = √ t + 1v 0 (formally, since |v 0 is a quantum state and v 0 is a classical distribution), this implies that P 4t/5 |v 0 2 ∈ Θ(1). We can no longer assume that we can reflect around the initial state |v 0 , hence we apply the QFF scheme without Grover search QFF(|v 0 , P, 4t 5 , ). The success probability of this scheme is in Θ(1/ P 4t/5 |v 0 2 ) ∈ Θ(1), and the scheme requires O( √ t) QW steps. If successful, the scheme returns an approximation of the quantum Gaussian P 4t/5 |v 0 / P 4t/5 |v 0 ≈ P t |0 / P t |0 = |N t in Θ( √ t) QW steps.
Conclusion
We construct a new quantum walk algorithm, which we call quantum walk fast-forwarding (QFF), allowing to quadratically fast-forward the (discriminant) dynamics of a classical reversible Markov chain. In
it returns an (unnormalized) -approximation to the state D t |v with probability D t |v 2 . This provides a very generic and simple way to accelerate and simulate not only the limit behavior, but also the intermediate dynamics of the Markov chain. This complements much of the existing literature on 5 The reduced exponent 4t/5 is a consequence of the fact that the initial state |v 0 already has some width, contrary to |0 . quantum walk acceleration of Markov chains, where the focus is on the convergence to the Markov chain limit state.
We use QFF to prove how quantum walks can escape large sets quadratically faster than classical Markov chains, and can hit an extremal class of sets called easy hitters quadratically faster. We give an example of the latter on an infinite tree graph. 
A Proof of the approximation lemma
In the below sections we will give a proof of the approximation result in Lemma 3.
A.1 Coin tossing with a die
As we mentioned after Proposition 3, both functions cos(x) t and 1 τ τ l=1 cos(xl) R can be interpreted as the characteristic functions of random variables associated to a coin toss and a die toss experiment, respectively. To see this, let X be a random variable denoting the outcome of a fair die toss with sides {±1, ±2, . . . , ±τ}, so a fair coin toss corresponds to the case τ = 1. X has variance σ 2 X = (τ+1)(2τ+1) 6
, and its characteristic function is given by f (x) = 1 τ τ 1 cos(lx). Similar to what is done in the derivation of the Gram-Charlier A series, we will use the fact that around the origin f can be expanded as
where κ r denotes the r-th cumulant of X (and is defined by the above equation). By [28] , the cumulants can be expressed as a function of the moments µ r = E[X r ] of X, with κ 1 = µ 1 and for r > 1:
This leads to
The following lemma will prove useful:
Lemma 5 (Bounding the cumulants). For every r, it holds that |κ r | ≤ r! (τ+1) r r+1 .
Proof. We know that the statement holds for r = 1, 2, 3, so we can apply a recursive argument for r ≥ 4: assuming that |κ s | ≤ s! (τ+1) s s+1 , for all s < r, we will show that |κ r | ≤ r! (τ+1) r r+1 . First note that
and we can easily bound the even moments:
From the explicit formula of the cumulants we see that
Using the assumption that |κ s | ≤ s! (τ+1) s s+1 , for all s < r, we see that
Plugging this into the explicit formula gives
Proving that the first term in the above bound is lower than or equal to r! proves the lemma. Thereto notice that
We can bound the left hand side by for r ≥ 4 (which we assumed from the start of the proof). Since e − 1 < 2 − 7/30, this proves the inequality.
A.2 Proving the lemma
Now we wish to derive exact bounds on the closeness of the characteristic function cos(x) t of t fair coin tosses, and the characteristic function
R of R tosses of a fair die with 2τ sides. More specifically we are interested in the pointwise convergence of f t and g R . By the central limit theorem, we know that under mild conditions the coin and the die experiments will converge weakly to the same normal distribution, which by Lévy's continuity theorem indeed implies that f t and g R will converge pointwise. However, we are interested in the rate of this convergence, which we capture by the following proposition. Simulations suggest that the large constant in the inequality on R is not effectively necessary. Proof. Let f (x) = cos(x) and g(x) = 1 τ τ l=1 cos(xl). We split the proof in two parts, separately bounding the tails and the bulk. Due to both f and g being symmetric functions, we limit the proof to 0 ≤ x ≤ π/2.
Tail estimates for x ∈ [ 3 τ log R R , π/2] ≡ I tail : We will show that both | f (x)| t < /2 and |g(x)| R < /2 in this interval, which implies that | f (x) t − g(x) R | < .
Towards bounding the tail of f , notice that the cosine is decreasing in the interval [0, π/2], so that
From the Taylor series we know that we can bound cos(x) ≤ 1 − x 2 /2 + x 4 /24 if |x| < 1. It then follows that
using the fact that (1 − y) 1/y ≤ 1/e if |y| ≤ 1. By our assumptions, 3 τ log R R ≤ 1, and so we can bound
by our assumption on R.
Towards the tail estimate on g, we note that g can be interpreted as the right Riemann sum approximation of the integral 
To prove the last inequality, note that if 2/τ ≤ x ≤ 1/2, then we can bound 
where R 5 (x) is the remainder of the approximation, which we can bound as 3 . Now it follows that
so that
The right hand side decreases monotonically for x ∈ I 1 , so that we can bound it by its value for x = 3 τ log(R) R :
.
It follows that if τ ≥ 30 R/ log(R), which holds since we assumed that τ = √ 3t/R and t ≥ 6R 3 , we find the following bound:
If now we use the fact that (1 − 1/x) x ≤ 1/e for x ≥ 1, this gives a bound
Bulk estimates for x ∈ [0,
In the bulk we will use the expansion of both functions in terms of their cumulants:
From Lemma 5 and the preceding discussion we know that γ 1 = κ 1 = γ 3 = κ 3 = 0 and
We can write
Now we wish to use the fact that |1 − e x | = | ∞ 1 x k /k!| ≤ (e − 1)|x| if |x| < 1. Thereto, we will first bound the argument, making use of the expressions for µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 and γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 :
The first term is zero if we choose R and τ such that Rκ 2 = t. This is the case if τ = τ * ≡ − . However, both R and τ have to be integers, so we will satisfy with an approximate solution: τ = 3t R . To see that this is indeed an approximate solution, note that
where the last inequality follows from the fact that the function 
Since τ * is defined such that t = R (τ * +1)(2τ * +1) 6
, and δ ∈ [−2, 2], we find that |t − Rκ 2 | ≤ R 3 (4τ + 23) ≤ 2Rτ, under the assumption that 2τ ≥ 23. In the bulk, we are under the assumption that |x| ≤ 3 τ log R R , so that
To bound the second term of equation (6), we use the cumulant estimates from Lemma 5:
Using the fact that |t − Rκ 2 | ≤ 2Rτ, and κ 2 ≥ 2τ if τ ≥ 5, we find that
As a consequence, we find that
Combining the bounds on both terms of equation (6), we find that
where we used the fact that τ ≥ 4R/ log R, which follows from the assumption that t ≥ 6R 3 . If now we require that 513
using the fact that e − 1 ≤ 7/4. It follows that in the bulk, we have that
To conclude the proof, we use Lemma 6 which says that this latter condition is fulfilled if ≥ C, provided that C ≥ e 2 /4.
. For R > e 2 , we see that h (R) = log R−2 log 3 R > 0, so that h is increasing in this range. As a consequence, the inequality holds for all R ≥ R * , where R * is such that h(R * ) = C, provided that R * > e 2 . If C ≥ e/2, which we assumed, and we denote
2 , where W −1 is the lower branch of the Lambert W function. To see that this indeed is a solution, note
If now we use the identity W −1 (x)/ log
This proves that if R ≥
≥ C. Now we use the bound from [29] , which states that
we have that u > 0 by the assumption that 2 √ C > e, and
This implies that
B Proof of Proposition 2
Proof. Similar to the reasoning leading to eq.(4), the state after step 3 of the algorithm will be
where Π 0 |ψ ⊥ = 0. Now we wish to apply Grover search in order to retrieve our goal state, that is, the projection of U QPE |ψ 0 on the subspace spanned by the image of Π 0 . Thereto, we must implement the reflections R 0 = 2Π 0 − I and R QPE = 2U QPE |ψ 0 ψ 0 | U its inverse W(P) † . Now note that W(P) † = R 0 U(P) † (see Section 2) and U(P) 2 = I, which implies that W(P) † = R 0 U(P) = R 0 W(P)R 0 , so that we can implement W(P) † with a single QW step. This proves that we can implement the reflection R QPE with O( √ Rt) QW steps. To calculate the final success probability, we apply a standard Grover search argument. Thereto, write
with |ν = Π 0 U QPE |ψ 0 / Π 0 U QPE |ψ 0 and 0 < χ ≤ π/2 such that sin(χ) = Π 0 U QPE |ψ 0 . By for instance Equation (8) of [30] , applying R 0 R QPE for κ times on |ψ effects the rotation
and sin((κ + 1/2)χ) 2 ≥ max{sin 2 χ, 1 − sin 2 χ} ≥ 1/2 if we choose κ = π/(4χ) . As a consequence,
Note however that we do not choose κ = π/(4χ) , but κ = π/(4θ) , where 0 < θ ≤ π/2 such that sin θ = D t |v . We do so because we assume that it is easier to compute D t |v then it is to compute Π 0 U QPE |ψ 0 . This implies only a slightly worse success probability, as we will now show. First, assume that θ > π/4, so that κ = 0. The success probability of the algorithm is then lower bounded by Π 0 U QPE |ψ 0 , which equals ψ R as in eq. (5) . By the argument at the end of the proof of Proposition 1, we know that Π 0 U QPE |ψ 0 2 ≥ D t |v 2 − 2 ≥ 1 2 − 2 . Now we assume that θ < π/4. Similar to the above reasoning, we know that if κ = π/(4θ) , then
Furthermore, we know that
From the end of the proof of Proposition 1 we know that | sin χ − sin θ| = Π 0 U QPE |ψ 0 − D t |v ≤ . We can bound
where the last inequality follows from the fact that we are assuming that θ < π/4, and we know that 0 < χ ≤ π/2, and so 0 < χ+θ 2 ≤ 3π/8. Therefore, |ψ − (cos θ |ν + sin θ |ν ⊥ ) 2 ≤ (1 + √ 2) , which, combined with eq. (7), shows that
C Proofs for Section 4: Applications of QFF
In this section we gather the proofs of the different applications of QFF that we discussed in the main text.
C.1 Escaping sets with QFF
Theorem 3. (Escaping in √ E) Let P be a Markov chain obeying (A1-3), and let S ⊂ V be a large set. Then running QFF(|π S , P, E α (S ), α/3), for some fixed α < π(S ), and measuring the outcome, returns an element in S c with constant probability. This scheme requires O( √ E α (S )) QW steps.
Proof. Let |ψ denote the (unnormalized) output of the algorithm QFF(|π S , P, E α (S ), ), so that by Proposition 2 we have that |ψ − D t |π S ≤ . The algorithm requires Θ 1 D t |π S t log 1 QW steps, with t = E α (S ). We can lower bound D t |π S by noting that D is symmetric and has an eigenvector |π with eigenvalue 1 (see Section 2). Since π|π S = j∈S
by the assumption that S is a large set, we see that
This proves that the number of QW steps is in Θ E α (S ) log 1 . In the following we show that we can choose ∈ Ω(1), so that indeed O( √ E α (S )) QW steps are needed.
By definition, we know that if t = E α (S ), then Π S c P t π S 1 ≥ α ∈ Θ(1). In the below Lemma 4, by putting W = S c , we prove that this implies that
. We now show that this implies that the projection of the (normalized) output of the QFF scheme |ψ / ψ will have a constant overlap with S c :
and
where the last inequality follows from the fact that ψ − D t |π S ≤ |ψ − D t |π S ≤ . Combined with the previous inequality, this shows that
If now we choose = π(S )α 2 /3 ∈ Θ(1), we see that Π S c |ψ ψ ≥ π(S )α 2 /3 ∈ Θ(1). Therefore, measuring the output |ψ / ψ indeed returns an element in S c with constant probability.
Proof. From Section 2 we know that
, so we can rewrite
The last term we can rewrite as j∈S
where by "./" we mean pointwise division. This shows that Π W D t |π S 2 = π(S ) Π W (P t π S )./ √ π 2 . In order to bound this last property, we will now make use of the following fact, which we prove in Lemma 7: if p, q ∈ R N , p ≥ 0, q > 0, and p 1 = q 1 = 1, then p./ √ q ≥ 1. If now we set p, q ∈ R |W| by
then this implies that
Combining this with the fact that
we find the claimed inequality:
Lemma 7. If p, q ∈ R N , p ≥ 0, q > 0, and
Proof. We will prove this inequality by induction: it trivially holds for N = 1, and we will prove that it holds for general N = M + 1, given that it holds for N = M. So now we assume that it holds for N = M. We can rewrite p, q ∈ R N+1 as
By our induction hypothesis, we know that
For fixed 1 > β > 0, this expression reaches a minimum of 1 if α = β, proving our statement. If there is a single marked node, then this scheme requires O( √ HT (S )) QW steps.
Proof. Let |ψ denote the (unnormalized) output of a successful run of the QFF scheme, so that |ψ − D t s |π S c < . The normalized output is then |ψ / ψ , and the probability of measuring an element of S becomes Π S |ψ ψ 2 . We can bound this by
By the below Lemma 8 we can bound Π S D t s |π S c ≥ 1 4 if t = 2HT + (S ), and by our choice of , we get
The number of QW steps required to run QFF(|π S c , P s , t = HT + (S ),
. The scheme succeeds with a probability D t |v 2 − 2 = D t |v 2 − and Proof. Let D s = |V|−1 k=0 λ k |v k v k |, with λ 0 = 1 and |π s the corresponding stationary state. In [6] , Proposition 4, it is proven that |π s = cos θ(s) |π S c + sin θ(s) |π S , i.e., it interpolates between |π and |π S , with
As a consequence, if we choose
|π S c , and we can decompose
This shows that
We can bound the last term by again making use of the decomposition in eq.(9):
By Theorem 4 in [6] , we can relate the quantity k>0
to the extended hitting time:
This implies that D t s |π S c − Proof. First note that both the Markov chain P and the interpolated Markov chain P s have the same hitting time HT (S ), for any s ∈ [0, 1). To see this, first note that the stationary distribution π s of P s , when restricted to S c , equals π S c (see above eq. (8)). Secondly, the expected number of steps to hit S , starting from π S c , is insensitive to the self-loops on the set S . Therefore, it suffices to bound the hitting time of P s .
To do so, note that by Markov's inequality we can lower bound the probability that P s has hit S after τ steps:
where X t is a random variable distributed according to P t s π S c . This implies that HT (S ) ≥ τ (1 − P(∃0 < t ≤ τ : X t ∈ S )) .
We can bound P(∃0 < t ≤ τ : X t ∈ S ) = P(X τ ∈ S ) + P((∃0 < t ≤ τ : X t ∈ S ) ∧ (X τ S )) ≤ P(X τ ∈ S ) + (1 − s τ ), (11) where the inequality follows from bounding the last term by 1 − s τ , the probability of leaving a node of S after hitting it. We will set the value of s at a later point. By a folklore conductance argument (see for instance Lemma 8 in [31]) we know that P(X τ ∈ S ) ≤ τΦ(S c ), with Φ(S c ) = i∈S c , j∈S P s ( j, i)π s (i) π s (S c ) .
Since we only interpolate on the elements of S , we know that P s ( j, i) = P( j, i) if i ∈ S c . Furthermore, by eq. (8) we know that π s (i)/π s (S c ) = π(i)/π(S c ), so the expression for Φ(S c ) becomes Φ(S c ) = i∈S c , j∈S P( j, i)π(i) π(S c ) .
Since P( j, i)π(i) = P(i, j)π( j) due to reversibility and P( j, i) = 0 if i ∈ S c and j ∂S , we find Φ(S c ) = i∈S c , j∈∂S P( j, i)π(i) π(S c ) = i∈S c , j∈∂S P(i, j)π( j)
where the last inequality follows from the fact that i∈S c P(i, j) ≤ 1. If we combine this inequality with equations (11) and (12) we find that P(∃0 < t ≤ τ : X t ∈ S ) ≤ τ π(∂S ) π(S c )
If now we set τ = π(S c ) 4π(∂S ) and s = 3 4
1/τ , this shows that P(∃0 < t ≤ τ : X t ∈ S ) ≤ where π s is the stationary distribution of the interpolated Markov chain P s . Therefore, if we prove that δ ∈ Θ(1), and we choose = δ/2, then the normalized output |ψ / ψ of our QFF scheme will have a constant overlap with S c :
To show that δ ∈ Θ(1), remember from eq. (8) that . If now we can prove that Π ∂S P T s π S c 1 ∈ Θ(1), then we find that Π ∂S D T s |π S c ∈ Θ(1), and the output of our QFF scheme will have a constant overlap with S c for some ∈ Θ(1). To see that indeed Π ∂S P T s π S c 1 ∈ Θ(1), first remember that both P and P s have the same hitting time HT (S ) (see proof of Proposition 4).
Second, we bound the probability that the Markov chain has not hit S , or equivalently ∂S (since it must hit ∂S in order to hit S ), after T steps by using Markov's inequality. Thereto, let X t be the random variable distributed according to P t s π S c . We then find P(X t ∂S , ∀0 ≤ t ≤ T ) ≤ HT (S )/T = 1/2, if T = 2HT (P, S ). It follows that after T steps we have hit the set S with probability 1/2. The probability of staying in ∂S after hitting it, until time step T , can be lower bounded by the probability of standing still after hitting it:
P(X T ∈ ∂S |X τ ∈ ∂S ) ≥ P(X t ∈ ∂S , ∀τ < t ≤ T | X τ ∈ ∂S )
= s T −τ ≥ s T .
By our choice of s and T = 2HT (S ), we can bound
where the inequality follows by noting that (1 − 1/x) x is an increasing function in x, which equals 1/4 when x = 2. This implies that P(X T ∈ ∂S |X τ ∈ ∂S ) ≥ 1 16 .
Combining this with the bound that we found from Markov's inequality, we can now prove that Π ∂S P T s π S c 1 = P(X T ∈ ∂S ) ≥ T τ=1 P(X τ ∈ ∂S , X l ∂S , ∀1 ≤ l < τ) · P(X T ∈ ∂S |X τ ∈ ∂S ) ≥ 1 16
T τ=1 P(X τ ∈ ∂S , X l ∂S , ∀1 ≤ l < τ)
(1 − P(X t ∂S , ∀0 ≤ t ≤ T )) ≥ 1 32 .
So we can conclude that
which finalizes the proof.
